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••They must have been broken in to photography before the
days of high speed cameras. When the camera is pointed
in their direction they freeze, remaining perfectly immobile,
with a most solemn expression op their faces, until the shutter
'clicks. Immediately their faces relax, and with whoops and
-bounds they scamper away like school children off for their
summer holidays.
Polynesians, on the other hand, are very reserved about
having their photographs taken, and strongly object to
tourists shooting pictures of them as if they were animals in
a zoo. Unless one is well known to a Polynesian it is very
likely that he or she will refuse to act as a free model for
one's photographs.
After I had photographed the 'bagnards,' I left to walk
back to the hotel, when one of them followed me and to my
surprise and pleasure addressed me in easily understandable
English :
'Excuse me, Sir. Would you be interested to buy some
cowri shells ?'
I didn't want to buy any shells, but at the same.time I
had another idea,
'How much do you want for your she]Is ?' I asked.
'Well, there's a good bag full there,' and he plunged his
hand into an oatmeal bag, pulling out a fistful of polished
creamy pink shells. 'You can have them for 10 francs.'
'I don't want the shells, but I'll give you 20 francs if you
tell me why you came out here, and tell me something about
life in "Le Bagne."5
'But I'm not a bagnard. The others, they're bagnards,
but I'm from Loyalty Islands.'
I noticed then that he was different from the other
bagnards in that he <had bare feet, which by the wide
spreading toes looked as if they had never been inside boots.
His skin, too, seemed a little darker than the others, and
with his trim beard and quiet grey eyes he had an air of
self-assurance and independence that was missing in his
companions.
c I'm Ben Thomas/

